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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce the notion of bidirectional $nite-state automata (BFSA). A BFSA
is de$ned by the following sequence: Aleft :!:Aright , where ! is a word called pivot, Aright a
FSA that should be read from the left to the right and Aleft a FSA that should be read from
the right to the left. ! is an edge linking the initial state of Aleft to the initial state of Aright .
We present the use of such devices for natural language processing. In this context, BFSA have
to be enriched with notions of proximity, optionality and contextual information. Some concrete
examples are examined. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction: parsing natural language idioms with nite-state devices
As it has been shown by [6] and [15], $nite-state devices are very 7exible, power-
ful and e8cient to parse natural languages. However, some main features of natural
languages imply to extend the kind of devices used to parse strings with di:erent strate-
gies, not always from the left- to the right-hand side of a sequence. We give below
two examples from natural language processing where there is a need to look-ahead
to disambiguate locally a non-contiguous sequence.
1.1. Non-subsequential transduction
Processing natural language texts sometimes requires more complex devices than
transducers. For example, Roche and Schabes [15] introduce the notion of bimachine
to analyse non-subsequential transduction in a deterministic manner. The authors take
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the example of the two expressions keep an under control and keep an out of reach
where an represents an inde$nite sequence of words other than under, control, out,
of and reach. For such expressions, there is clearly a need of look ahead in order to
disambiguate the verb keep from its right context.
The solution is to parse the expression by means of two transducers: a $rst transducer
processes the string from the left to the right to explore the right context. A second
transducer processes the string from the right to the left to tag the items according to the
previous recognised items. This transduction is represented by a bimachine, which is a
deterministic device. This notion has been introduced by SchDutzenberger [16] because
non-sequential transducers privilege a left-to-right reading of a sequence, even if this
has no theoretical justi$cation. Processing natural language idioms is a good example
of the use of bimachines to solve real-world problems.
1.2. Phonetic conversion with transducers
Eric Laporte [10] also uses the notion of bimachine to process conversion problems
related to phonetics. Linguistic descriptions are often expressed by means of conversion
rules, which are composed of a context part and an action part. The context part
expresses the linguistic context in which the rule should apply, the action part the
transformation applied by the rule to the original phonetic sequence.
Laporte gives the example of a rule a→ u=L R where the context part L R and
the action part is a→ u. Then, there is a direct mapping between the two deterministic
automata of a bimachine and the left (L) and right (R) part of the phonetic rule.
The action part corresponds to the output vocabulary of the bimachine. This example
justi$es the use of multidirectional parsing strategies for natural language processing
which is a highly context-dependant task.
1.3. Structure of the paper
In this paper, we $rst present the notion of bidirectional $nite-state automata. We
give a precise de$nition of this device and propose some representation conventions.
We then present the implementation of such devices for natural language processing
and examine some practical examples. We $nish with some perspectives to apply these
devices to a wide variety of linguistic phenomena.
2. Bidirectional nite-state automata (BFSA)
2.1. Linguistic justi;cation of BFSA
The notion of bidirectional automata has been introduced by Chomsky in 1963 [3].
The use of this device is justi$ed by two speci$c linguistic features:
(1) the observation of families of expressions constructed around a given word: one
can observe in natural languages some expressions like, in French, peu, peu =a peu,
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=a peu pr=es, =a peu de choses pr=es, etc. for which the linguist need to be able to
elaborate a description from a plain word to its left-hand side and right-hand side
contexts.
(2) the fact that most of these expressions begin with a preposition or a determiner,
which are the most current words in European languages. Parsing these expressions
from the word on the left would initiate a lot of wrong analyses. We estimate that
the notion of BFSA decreases the number of wrong analysis initiated for these
expressions by about 90%.
Then, justi$cations of BFSA are both linguistic and computational, since this kind
of device improves readability and e8ciency.
2.2. De;nition
We de$ne an FSA in the same way as [15]:
Denition 1. A $nite-state automaton is a 5-tuple (
;Q; i; F; E) where 
 is a $nite set
called the alphabet, Q is a $nite set of states, i∈Q is the initial state, F ⊆Q is the
set of $nal states and E⊆Q× (
∪{})×Q is the set of edges.
We can then de$ne the notion of BFSA:
Denition 2. A BFSA is de$ned by the following sequence: Aleft : !:Aright, where !
is a word called pivot, Aright a FSA that should be read from the left to the right and
Aleft a FSA that should be read from the right to the left. ! is an edge linking the
initial state of Aleft to the initial state of Aright.
This last condition implies that the initial state of Aleft is located on the right-hand
side of the automaton, so that the automaton has to be parsed from its right-hand side.
2.3. Representing BFSA
Instead of representing BFSA from the left to the right, by means of a structure like
Aleft : !:Aright, we propose a more graphical way of representing these devices. The
representation goes from the pivot word ! and represents in a uni$ed manner its right
and left context with a tag associated to an edge: L if the item has to be found in the
left context, R if it has to be found in the right context.
In the following example (Fig. 1), the graph recognizes the following sequences
peu, quelque peu, peu de and peu =a peu. The R or L on the edge indicates on what
side of the previous item the word of the transition has to be found. Additionally, a
number indicates if some insertions (like adjectives) can appear between two words.
We will explain all these features in the following sections of this paper. This way
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Fig. 1. A BFSA.
of representing our graphs allows to extend the notion of BFSA to all the levels of
description. We can then de$ne a BFSA as follows:
Denition 3. A BFSA is de$ned by the following sequence: Aleft : ! :Aright, where !
is a word called pivot, Aright and Aleft are two BFSA. ! is an edge linking the initial
state of Aleft to the initial state of Aright.
2.4. Related works
Neumann et al. [12] used a similar device to partially analyse natural language texts
(i.e. shallow parsing). For Neumann, shallow parsing is basically directed through
fragment combination patterns (FCP) of the form (FSTleft ; anchor;FST right), where
anchor is a lexical entry (e.g., a verb like to meet) or a name of a class of lexical
entries (e.g., transitive-verb). FCPs are attached to lexical entries (e.g., verbs), and are
selected right after a corresponding lexical entry has been identi$ed. They are applied
to their left and right stream of tokens of recognized fragments. A tool, the fragment
combiner, is used for recognizing and extracting clause level expressions from the FCP.
Our approach generalises the use of BFSA.
3. Implementing BFSA
Our aim in this context is to build a versatile formalism to represent complex expres-
sions in texts including morphological variations, word reordering and surface transfor-
mations. This formalism is intended to be integrated in tools to control various criteria
concerned with fuzzy expressions, requirement analysis and terminological norms. For
reasons of e8ciency and disposability, we exclude any pre-processing or tagging of
the text. Automata are a good formalism for our purpose [11]: although automata do
not o:er a deep analysis of texts, they are very e8cient and robust.
3.1. Morphological variations of words
We separate each word into a stem, a pre$x and a su8x. A su8x family corre-
sponds to the variation set of a stem. We could have taken into consideration some
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Fig. 2. Morphological variation of the stem possible. The entrance point is state 0, exit points are represented
with a double circle (states 0 or 1).
Fig. 3. Morphological variation of the stem certain (1).
Fig. 4. Morphological variation of the stem certain (2).
etymological or phonological criterion to break down words [7]. For example, let us
consider the French stem possible (Fig. 2) which can only be su8xed by (+ s+ment) 1 .
Now, if we take a look at the stem certain (Fig. 3), we can see that it can be
su8xed by (+ s+ e+ es+ ement). We could say that the su8x family of possible is
the same as the one of certain. The variation is only due to the fact that possible has a
vowel stem while certain has a consonant one: the -e is then analysed as an epenthetic
vowel appearing before consonant su8xes.
But our aim is more pragmatic: it is easier and more e8cient to represent a su8x
family by an automaton composed of a list of endings instead of a composition of
automata (Fig. 4). This is the automaton representing the su8x family of certain. This
automaton is strictly equivalent of the one of Fig. 3.
In Fig. 4, one can notice that state 0 is the entry point of the automaton but is also
a $nal state. The stem can stay without any su8x. Finally, we add a tag on the su8x
family to say if it is optional or not. The automaton is then equivalent to a simple list
of su8xes (Fig. 5)
The same is done with pre$xes. However, for reasons of e8ciency, we generally
prefer to duplicate the entry in order to have only empty pre$xes 2 . Languages such
1  represents an empty string.
2 So that a stem always begins on the left-hand side of a word. Some optimisations can then be applied
such as a hash table.
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Fig. 5. Morphological variation of the stem certain (3).
as German set another problem because they have verbs with particles that can be
detached in the sentence 3 . This problem is solved by the way we represent multiword
entries 4 .
3.2. Word combinations in complex expressions
Classically, automata describe complex expressions in a single direction, from the
left- to the right-hand side of a sentence. This is known to be very e8cient if you
are looking for full words, because there is no backtracking during the analysis. If
you are looking for markers (such as complex determiners or prepositional phrases), a
lot of wrong analyses will be initiated, because most of the time markers begin with
a preposition or a determiner, i.e. with words among the most frequent in European
languages.
To avoid this problem, we have de$ned in each automaton a word called pivot. The
pivot is a word from which every item of the expression is described. This means we
can search for a full word instead of an empty one such as a preposition. We have
de$ned rules to choose the pivot: it must be a full word and it is generally the semantic
head of the expression.
Other items appearing in the description are described in terms of relative position
(a word is on the left or on the right of another one), of proximity (there can be
at most 1 or 2 words between the item described) and of optionality (a multiword
expression can be recognized with or without certain words). The description language
allows to say that a word M is on the left of a word M ′, that they can be separated
by at most n words, and that M is or not optional in the expression. Finally, two
operators have been added to the description language: the OR operator (disjunction,
if a position can be indi:erently $lled by more than one lexical item) and the AND
3 Some examples with ausgehen (to go out): ich gehe mit meinem Vater aus (I am going out with my
father), ich will mit meinem Vater ausgehen (I want to go out with my father), ich bin mit meinem Vater
ausgegangen (I have been out with my father). When the stem is very eroded like in the last example, it
is often necessary to create a second entry for the word.
4 Although this is a simpli$ed implementation of morphological variations, dictionaries for French, Ger-
man and English have been developed. Our aim was to build an e8cient and realist way to implement
morphology, not to describe the very complexity of morphology. For a more complete implementation and
some considerations on the problem, see [5, 14].
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Fig. 6. Family of expressions built around peu (extract).
Fig. 7. A part of the BFSA corresponding to the pivot peu. Apart from the pivot peu, each transition refers
to a lexical item with indications on its position (compared to the item from the preceding transition) and
a number referring to the proximity. The AND( Ka 〈L,1〉, pr=es 〈R,3〉) expression allows to recognize =a peu
pr=es, where the pivot peu is between =a and pr=es. Proximity on the transition from peu to pr=es is equal to
3 to be able to recognize phrases such as =a peu de choses pr=es with insertions between peu and pr=es. This
automaton is able to recognize all the expressions enumerated above.
operator (conjunction, if several lexical items are required on both sides of a word or
if their ordering is free).
Let us take an example with the family of expressions built around the French word
peu 5 . We $nd in Fig. 6 prepositional phrases and complex determiners expressing an
idea of quanti$cation.
The description uses a bracketed formalism de$ned according to the aforementioned
constraints. A dictionary is a set of descriptions, each one being equivalent to a BFSA,
enriched with information on proximity and optionality (Fig. 7). Although BFSA are
not so much used, it is a well-known formalism already described in [3]. It makes
it possible to look for words at the same time on the left and the right-hand side of
a word. Our description language is relatively rich and can o:er several strategies to
encode a same expression. However, some rules have been de$ned to keep descriptions
coherent and explicit. The dictionary is then compiled for reasons of e8ciency [2].
5 In analogy with the notion of tree family in Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG), see [1].
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Fig. 8. Enriched automata with notion of context. This is the same automaton as in Fig. 7, where each tran-
sition corresponding to a valid expression is tagged with a +. On the opposite, the transition corresponding
to pour peu que (Pour peu que is a locution meaning if ) is tagged with -, because pour peu que does
not do not constitute a valid expression (pour peu qu’il soit malade... Tr.: If he is sick,...). Only the most
extended sequence is recognized by the algorithm to avoid recognizing peu in the expression pour peu que.
Herein, the dictionary is equivalent to a local grammar [5, 17]. However, the con-
cept of local grammar is not su8cient to describe some expressions that have to be
disambiguated from the context.
4. Context sensitive automata
The formalism is thus enriched in order to be able to take the context into account.
For example, the French word plus is ambiguous and means more in the context Il faut
plus de sodium but does not mean anymore in the context Il ne faut plus de sodium.
Given that we wanted to recognize only the $rst sense of plus, a Boolean feature is
associated to each transition, expressing the fact that the expression being recognized
is valid or not. In e:ect, depending on the context, a complex expression can be a
valid one, but can contain an invalid one. Only the longest recognized context is $nally
retained. This allows to recognize all the expressions in which plus means more and to
exclude all the other idiomatic expressions in which plus is a word having a completely
di:erent meaning. The description of the expression is still in conformity with what
has been expressed supra. But words are encapsulated in another structuration level
depending on the context. A positive Boolean feature is associated with the word if it
expresses a valid context, and a negative one when it reveals an inhibiting context 6
(Fig. 8).
To recognize an expression, the analyser must be on an automaton $nal state with
the positive feature being active. If the negative feature is active, the analysis fails 7 .
6 This automaton is, in fact, a transducer generating a Boolean value. Our representation re7ects the
way we implemented it: the Boolean result of the parsing is calculated and percolated during the analysis.
However, this is not equivalent to a weighted transducer. A weighted transducer permits to increase the
e8ciency of parsing by the addition of heavy weights on the most common paths. Our aim here is not to
increase the e8ciency of parsing, but to be able to say that, in a certain context, an expression is no more
valid.
7 See [8, 13] for problems caused by multiword expressions.
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The only output produced by an automaton is generally a Boolean value saying if the
segment of text has been recognized (parsed) or not. Contextual information associated
with Boolean values permits to limit the number of segment of text appearing in the
interface (to limit the noise) and to increase the quality of the results. A stack is used
to parse automata and manage backtracking.
The analysis functions by success=failure: the analyser looks $rst for the core ex-
pression, then for its negative contexts. When an expression is found with the positive
feature being active, it has been validly recognized. The analysis fails if the automaton
has been completely parsed and if no expression has been found with the positive
feature being active.
5. Further developments
We are now working on more complex redundant structures. For example, require-
ment analysis need to parse not only markers, but also modal verbs and quali$cation
adjectives. Modal verbs can occur with a lot of expressions and cannot be manually
integrated in each automaton. We have then developed of a pre-processing stage to
expand our dictionary before compilation. This pre-processor is a script using the C
precompiler and the programming language Sed. At the moment, this tool is being
used to develop new dictionaries concerning requirement analysis [9]. Such overlap-
ping automata can lead to very large entries 8 that cannot be processed manually.
During our experiments on corpora, it appeared that the notion of sentence is not
so clear as it seems [4]. That is not without consequences, particularly for requirement
analysis. We added to the system a 7exible module of text segmentation to be able
to take lists and enumerations into account. It is then possible to extract meronymic
relations from texts, for example, objects in technical texts are often described in terms
of decomposition. One main task of the experts is to see if the text respects a model
of the activity described. This means building semi-automatic models and knowledge
bases to project texts on these models.
6. Conclusion
We have shown in this paper, $nite-state automata enriched with notions of prox-
imity, optionality and contextual information. These automata are called bidirectional
because they need to parse a sequence not only from the left- to right-hand side of a
sentence, but on both sides of a word. This method improves e8ciency: the $rst ele-
ment searched is most of the time a full word instead of a preposition or a determiner.
We have also increased analysis precision by adding information about contextual
inhibiting items. It is then possible to search an expression in a certain context but
8 Up to 300 lines and more for certain complex entries.
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not in another one. Negative context is a good way to reduce noise in analysis results.
Contextual information is completely integrated in the lexical description to ensure
coherence.
Lastly, we have tried to show that automata can be used for general purposes, partic-
ularly for tools concerned with natural language processing. They o:er a well-known,
e8cient and versatile formalism that is a real alternative to all ad hoc formalisms
developed for particular purposes.
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